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Background: Studies have suggested that age increases susceptibility to ozone-associated mortality, but
the underlying mechanisms are unclear. In a previous study, personal exposure to ozone was significantly
associated with a platelet activation biomarker, plasma soluble P-selectin (sCD62P), and blood pressure in
89 healthy adults, aged 22–52 years. The present study examines whether age modifies these associations in
the same adults and in additional adults.
Methods: Interaction terms of age and exposure were analyzed using hierarchical Bayesian mixed effects
ridge regressions. Data from a similar additional study involving 71 healthy participants, aged 19-26 years,
were pooled with the data from the first study to evaluate age effect modification when more young adults
were added to the analysis.
Results: In the 89 adults, significant age interactions were observed for past 24-hour and 2-week ozone
exposures and sCD62P. Based on the pooled data (89 plus 71 adults), a 10 ppb increase in 24-hour ozone
exposure was associated with increases in sCD62P and systolic blood pressure (SBP) by 22.3% (95% CI:
14.3%, 31.2%) and 1.35 (−0.18, 2.84) mmHg, respectively, at age 25; these values increased to 48.6% (32.7%,
65.1%) and 4.98 (2.56, 7.35) mmHg, respectively, at age 40.
Conclusions: These results mechanistically suggest that increasing age enhances cardiovascular effects of
ozone.
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Introduction

variations are in part due to differences in the physical

There has been considerable variation in the observed
associations between ozone (O 3 ) and cardiovascular
outcomes across studies (1). It is possible that these

characteristics (e.g., age) of the study populations. Some
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epidemiological studies have suggested that older age
could increase the risk of O3-associated mortality based on
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categorization of individuals above or below an “elderly”
age cutoff of between 54–85 years old (2-4). However,
other studies have failed to observe the effect modification
of O3 associations with mortality by age (5,6). In terms
of preclinical outcomes, the modification of O 3 effects
by age in humans has not been previously explored for
cardiovascular effects, although one study found that
older age increased one’s susceptibility to O3-induced lung
function decrements (7).
Recently we reported that an increase in both 24-hour
and 2-week O3 exposure was associated with increases in
the platelet activation marker plasma soluble sCD62P (8)
and blood pressure in a cohort of 89 healthy participants
who lived in a work campus in Changsha City, China (9).
We refer to this study as the Changsha Study in the current
paper. Similarly, in another study, which we refer to as the
Shanghai Study, we also measured O3 exposure (as well as
co-pollutants), sCD62P, and blood pressure in a cohort
of 71 healthy participants who worked and resided in a
medical campus in Shanghai, China. The age ranges were
22 to 52 years old in the Changsha Study and 19–26 years
old in the Shanghai Study. Using the data collected in these
two studies, we aim in this paper to examine potential age
modifications in the association of O3 with sCD62P and
blood pressure. Based on the findings from the present
analysis and the relevant literature, we also postulate a
mechanistic model for the age-dependent cardiovascular
effects of O3 exposure.
Methods
The Changsha study
The methods for this study have been described previously (9).
Briefly, 89 healthy white-collar workers living and working
on a work campus in suburban Changsha, China, were
recruited after being screened for pre-existing self-reported
health conditions and blood markers of liver, kidney,
or metabolic dysfunction. Participants underwent four
measurements each separated by about 2 weeks for plasma
P-selectin (sCD62P) and brachial systolic and diastolic
blood pressure (SBP and DBP). Additional biomarkers
and physiologic outcomes were also measured but are
not reported here as they are not relevant to the current
analysis (9). Indoor O 3 and particulate matter less than
2.5 µm in diameter (PM2.5) monitoring for offices and living
spaces was combined with outdoor O 3, PM2.5, NO2, and
SO2 monitoring and 24-hour time-activity data to calculate
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individual exposures to O 3 and co-pollutants. Given
that there were at least 2 weeks between each biomarker
sampling period, 2-week exposures were also estimated
as a measure of “sub-chronic” exposures (versus 24-hour
exposures) using previously described methods (9).
The Shanghai study
The methods of this study have been previously reported (10).
Briefly, this study was conducted with 71 medical students
recruited from the suburban southern campus of the
Shanghai First People’s Hospital. All the participants
attended classes and lived in the same dormitory building
on the campus. Grounds for exclusion included selfreported major chronic diseases, smoking, living in the same
room as a smoker, and abnormal blood levels of markers
of kidney, liver, and metabolic function. Participants were
randomly assigned to undergo biomarker sampling over two
weekends, each separated by 2 weeks, between Nov. 7th and
Dec. 14th, 2015.
Indoor O 3 concentrations were estimated based on
ambient O3 data from a monitoring station 23 km away
indoor/outdoor (I/O) ratios were estimated depending
on dormitory room filtration conditions and ventilation
as estimated using CO2 measurements. An estimated I/O
ratio of 0.35 was used for all other indoor environments.
PM2.5 exposure assessment for this study was calculated
using continuous PM2.5 concentrations measured in each
dormitory room, one representative classroom and clinical
office, and outdoors with laser photometers (Beijing Green
Built Environment Technology Co., Ltd., Model QD11,
Beijing, China) throughout the study period. The 24-hour
time-activity questionnaires similar to those used in the
Changsha Study were used to estimate 24-hour PM2.5 and
O3 exposures. Health outcomes including plasma sCD62P
and blood pressure were measured for each participant on
two weekends separated at least by 2 weeks. During each of
these two weekends, fasting plasma samples were collected
between 7:00 and 8:00 AM on Saturday, Sunday, and the
following Monday, whereas SBP and DBP were measured
between 7:30 AM and 3:30 PM on Saturday and Sunday.
SBP and DBP were measured using the same instrument
(VICORDER ® , SMT Medical, Würzberg, Germany)
in both the Changsha and Shanghai studies. However,
plasma sCD62P was analyzed by our research staff using
commercial ELISA kits in the Changsha Study (9) and
by a commercial laboratory (Merck Chemicals Co., Ltd.,
Shanghai, China) using the Merck Milliplex® MAP assay
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(Merck Millipore, USA) in the Shanghai study.
Statistical analysis
In order to reduce the possibility of variance inflation due to
potentially high collinearity between predictor main effects,
interaction terms, and covariates, we utilized a Bayesian
hierarchical generalized ridge regression (GRR) mixed
effects model. Participant-specific intercepts were used as
random effects in the model to account for the correlation
in the within-person repeated measures. This model utilized
the “shrinkage priors” of a penalized Cauchy distribution
for mean coefficient estimates and a half-Cauchy
distribution for the standard deviation of the random
intercepts. These prior distributions have previously been
shown to improve maximum likelihood estimation when
there is high collinearity between predictor variables (11),
which was verified with simulations using our own data.
The variables included in the model are shown in Eq. [1],
where α j is the random intercept for subject j, the first
three predictors are the main effects for O3 and age and the
interaction term for observation i and subject j, TEMP24hij
and RH 24hij are the 24-hour mean ambient temperature and
relative humidity, T SHS 24 h indicates the time spent in a room
with an active smoker in the past 24 hours as a measure of
secondhand smoke, RIS is respiratory infection status, MS
is menstruation status, WD is day of the week, and LA is
the hours since a subject last ate.
Yij =
α j + β1O3ij + β 2 Ageij + β3 ( O3 *Age ) ij + β 4TEMP24 hij +

β5 RH 24 hij + β 6TSHS 24 hij + β 7 RISij + β8 MSij + β9WDij + β10 LAij + ∈ij

[1]

interaction term on its two main effects in a frequentist
linear mixed model and then used the residuals from that
model as a predictor in the Bayesian GRR models. If the
original analysis shows a significant interaction term but
this secondary analysis does not, it is likely that the main
effects are highly correlated with and are confounding the
interaction term, and so any apparent association with the
interaction term may just be due to one or both of the main
effects. Additional sensitivity analyses included omitting
data from active smokers, omitting extreme outliers, and
controlling for all other pollutant exposures. The available
co-pollutant data included PM2.5 for the Changsha Study,
the Shanghai Study, and the pooled analyses. In addition,
NO2 and SO 2 concentration data were available for the
Changsha Study. Furthermore, the influence of gender on
either the O3 main effect or O3 by age interaction term was
evaluated. Additional sensitivity analysis methodological
details are in the Supplementary material.
The predicted marginal effect of the exposure
predictor over the subject age range was calculated for
each model with a significant interaction. This was
done by using the posterior samples of the coefficient
estimates from the Bayesian models to calculate the
conditional coefficient for the exposure predictor ( β cond )
using the formula β cond = β1 + Age * β3 , based on the definitions
of β1 and β3 in Eq. [1]. All reported 95% credible intervals
(95% CIs) are highest posterior density (HPD) intervals. All
calculations were made using JAGS (12), version 4.2.0, and
the “R2jags” (13) and “R2WinBUGS” (14) packages in R,
version 3.3.3 (15).
Results

These models were used to test for interactions between
age and either 24-hour or 2-week mean O3 exposure using
the Changsha Study data. Only 24-hour mean exposure
data were available for the Shanghai Study data, which were
also analyzed using the GRR model. The data for these two
studies were then pooled together to assess the robustness
of age interactions with 24-hour O 3 exposure across
multiple studies. The same Bayesian GRR model used on
each individual study was utilized for the pooled data, with
the only difference being the addition of a binary fixed
effect variable for study to control for possible differences
in mean biomarker values between the two studies. The
distribution of sCD62P data was right-skewed, and hence
sCD62P concentrations were log-transformed.
To check that any significant interaction terms were
independent of the main effects, we regressed the
© Journal of Thoracic Disease. All rights reserved.

Subject characteristics, exposures, and biomarker levels
between studies
A comparison of variables between the Changsha Study and
the Shanghai Study is shown in Table 1. The male to female
gender ratio of the Changsha Study, 2.56, is significantly
higher (P<0.001) than that of the Shanghai Study, 0.78, and
the pooled gender ratio is 1.42. The Changsha Study had a
significantly higher mean age by about 9 years. In terms of
other potentially confounding participant characteristics,
the mean body mass index (BMI) in the Changsha Study
was also significantly higher than that of the Shanghai
Study, though they both have similar ranges and the
mean difference was only about 1 kg/m2. Both studies had
comparable 24-hour O3 and PM2.5 exposure concentrations,
as well as similar mean SBP values. In addition, all
jtd.amegroups.com
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Table 1 Differences in subject characteristics, exposures, and biomarkers between the Changsha Study and the Shanghai Study
Study

Mean (SD)

Range [median]

Changsha vs. Shanghai difference (t-test)

P value

9.37

<0.001

1.08

0.03

0.11

0.70

3.81

0.08

1.09

0.42

−52.00

<0.001

Age
Changsha

31.49 (7.63)

22–52 [29]

Shanghai

22.13 (1.64)

19–26 [22]

Pooled

27.37 (7.44)

19–52 [25]

BMI
Changsha

22.32 (2.74)

15.9–29.4 [22.1]

Shanghai

21.24 (2.21)

17.2–27.1 [20.8]

Pooled

21.81 (2.55)

15.9–29.4 [21.5]

24-hour O3 (ppb)
Changsha

6.71 (4.31)

1.4–19.4 [4.6]

Shanghai

6.60 (2.40)

2.2–15.2 [6.6]

6.66 (3.59)

1.4–19.4 [5.3]

Pooled
3

24-hour PM2.5 (µg/m )
Changsha

38.69 (30.7)

3.2–155 [26.6]

Shanghai

34.88 (18.3)

11.9–268 [32.3]

Pooled

37.01 (26.0)

3.2–268 [30.4]

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)
Changsha

112.3 (10.8)

90–159 [111]

Shanghai

111.4 (8.3)

88.7–139 [112]

Pooled

111.9 (9.8)

88.7–159 [111]

sCD62P (ng/mL)
Changsha

24.33 (7.53)

10.9–60.4 [22.9]

Shanghai

76.51 (35.7)

24.8–498 [72.8]

Pooled

52.54 (37.3)

10.9–498 [44.1]

participants from both studies had a similar socioeconomic
status (data not shown). However, the Shanghai Study had
significantly higher sCD62P values, possibly due to the
differences in the measurement methods of ELISA versus
multiplex analysis. Another difference between the studies
was that the Shanghai Study had no smokers, and there
was no secondhand smoke exposure, whereas the Changsha
Study had 15 (17%) active smokers and 6 (7%) former
smokers.
Interaction estimates from the Changsha study
The posterior estimates for main effect and interaction
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term coefficients in models with significant interactions
are highlighted in Table 2. In order to visualize how these
interactions influence the association between pollutant
exposure and biomarkers, each significant interaction is
shown in a marginal effect plot with age on the x-axis and
the predicted unit or percent change in each biomarker
associated with a 10-ppb increase in O3 exposure on the
y-axis. These plots show how the conditional coefficients of
the association between exposures and biomarkers change
as age changes.
In terms of age interactions, these analyses showed
significant interaction terms of 2-week O3 by age for SBP
and 24-hour O3 by age and 2-week O3 by age for sCD62P.
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Table 2 Interaction model main effect and interaction term coefficients from the Changsha Study
Biomarker
a

sCD62P

Model

Parameter

Beta

SD

LCI

UCI

24h O3:Age

24h O3

−7.33E−04

5.20E−03

−1.44E−02

1.23E−02

Age

−1.15E−03

2.23E−03

−7.01E−03

4.15E−03

24h O3:Age

9.99E−04*

1.69E−04

5.85E−04

1.45E−03

2w O3

2.98E−02

1.30E−02

−8.87E−04

6.00E−02

Age

−4.71E−03

3.71E−03

−1.41E−02

2.96E−03

2w O3:Age

1.35E−03*

3.88E−04

4.58E−04

2.30E−03

24h O3

−1.90E−01

2.72E−01

−8.66E−01

4.52E−01

Age

5.05E−01*

1.10E−01

2.28E−01

7.59E−01

24h O3:Age

1.80E−02

8.79E−03

−9.77E−04

4.01E−02

2w O3

−2.87E−01

4.90E−01

−1.51

8.98E−01

Age

3.10E−01

1.50E−01

−4.82E−02

6.39E−01

2w O3:Age

4.01E−02*

1.53E−02

4.04E−03

7.87E−02

2w O3:Age

SBP

24h O3:Age

2w O3:Age

a

This biomarker was log-transformed, and so the coefficients are on a logarithmic scale. * means significant coefficients. The “:” denotes
an interaction term. Beta, model beta coefficient; SD, standard deviation; LCI, lower credible Interval; UCI, upper CI; 24h, past 24-hour
exposure; 2w, past 2-week exposure.

sCD62P: 24-hour O3:age

Percent change

A
100
75
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0
0

B
Percent change
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60
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0
0

C
Unit change (mmHg)

20
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40
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SBP: 2-week O3:age
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20
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−10
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Figure 1 The Changsha study mean and 95% CI marginal
effect plots for O3 by age interaction models showing biomarker
responses per 10 ppb increase in 24-hour O3 exposure at different
ages. Shaded ribbons indicate the 95% credible interval.
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Though not reaching statistical significance at a significance
level of 0.05, the O3 interaction estimate for 24-hour O3
by age for SBP had a lower credible interval just barely
overlapping zero. The O3 main effect estimates all had
credible intervals overlapping zero, indicating that at a
theoretical age of zero there would be no effect of O3 on the
biomarkers, which is consistent with a decreasing effect of
O3 as age decreases.
In Figure 1, there is a clear increasing trend in the
association between O3 and sCD62P or SBP. At the age of 25,
the approximate first quartile of the experimental age range,
a 10 ppb increase in 24-hour or 2-week O 3 exposure is
predicted to increase sCD62P by a mean (95% CI) of 27.5%
(21.4%, 32.8%) and 89.0% (68.8%, 111.4%), respectively,
and these estimates increase to 48.0% (39.7%, 57.2%)
and 131.6% (104.2%, 160.1%), respectively, at age 40,
which is the approximate third quartile of the experimental
age range. For the association between a 10 ppb increase
in 2-week O 3 exposure and SBP, a 25-year-old is
predicted to have a SBP increase of 6.3 (2.3, 10.0) mmHg,
and a 40-year-old is predicted to have an increase of
11.7 (6.9, 16.8) mmHg.
When testing these associations using the residuals of
the interaction term regressed on the main effects (see
Table S1 in the Supplementary), all of these associations
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Table 3 Interaction model main effect and interaction term coefficients from the pooled Changsha and Shanghai Study data
Biomarker
a

sCD62P

SBP

Model

Parameter

Beta

SD

LCI

UCI

24h O3:Age

24h O3

−1.29E−02

9.80E−03

−3.78E−02

7.34E−03

Age

−4.05E−03

3.24E−03

−1.21E−02

2.77E−03

24h O3:Age

1.31E−03*

3.28E−04

5.96E−04

2.11E−03

24h O3

−5.16E−01

2.60E−01

−1.13

8.14E−02

Age

4.52E−01*

1.08E−01

1.96E−01

7.16E−01

24h O3:Age

2.67E−02*

8.73E−03

6.35E−03

4.73E−02

24h O3:Age

a

This biomarker was log-transformed, and so the coefficients are on a logarithmic scale. The “:” denotes an interaction term. Significant
coefficients are denoted with an asterisk (*). Beta, model beta coefficient; SD, standard deviation; LCI, lower CI; UCI, upper CI; 24h, 24hour; 2w, 2-week.

Percent change

A

sCD62P

Interaction estimates from the Shanghai study

150

There were no significant interaction term estimates for
any of the biomarkers in the analysis of the Shanghai Study
data. The main effect and interaction term results are
presented in Table S2 in the Supplementary.

100

50

0

Interaction estimates from the pooled data
0

Unit change (mmHg)

B

20

40

60

40

60

SBP

20

10

0

-10
0

20

Study:

Age
Changsha

Pooled

Figure 2 Changsha Study and pooled analysis mean and 95% CI
marginal effect plots showing biomarker responses per 10 ppb
Increase in 24-hour O3 exposure at different ages for sCD62P (A)
and SBP (B).

remained significant. In the sensitivity analyses controlling
for all pollutant main effects, the 24-hour and 2-week
O3 by age interactions for sCD62P remained significant,
but the 2-week O 3 by age interaction for SBP became
nonsignificant. Excluding active smokers from the analysis
did not change results, and all O3 by gender and O3 by
age by gender interaction terms in the gender sensitivity
analysis were nonsignificant and centered at zero.
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After pooling the data, estimates generally had tighter
credible intervals and lower effect sizes (see Table 3). In the
pooled data analysis, the 24-hour O3 by age interaction
estimate for SBP, 0.027 (95% CI: 0.006, 0.047), increased
and became significant. The sCD62P association with the
24-hour O3 by age interaction term increased and remained
significant [0.0013 (95% CI: 0.0006, 0.0021)].
Figure 2 juxtaposes the conditional 24-hour O3 exposure
coefficients and credible intervals for the Changsha Study
analysis results (shown in red) and the pooled data analysis
results (shown in blue). Figure 2A,B show that the slope of
the change in conditional pollutant coefficient is greater
in the pooled analysis, and this difference in slopes is more
noticeable for SBP. For the pooled analysis, a 10 ppb increase
in 24-hour O3 exposure is predicted to be associated with
a 22.3% (14.3%, 31.2%) and 48.6% (32.7%, 65.1%)
increase in sCD62P for a 25- and 40-year-old, respectively.
For SBP, the increases predicted to be associated with a
10 ppb increase in 24-hour O 3 exposure are 1.35
(−0.18, 2.84) mmHg and 4.98 (2.56, 7.35) mmHg for a
25- and 40-year-old, respectively. These interaction terms
did not change significance in any of the sensitivity analyses,
and none of the O 3 by gender or O 3 by age and gender
interaction terms were significant (Tables S1,S3 in the
Supplementary).
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Discussion
The present analysis suggests an increased vulnerability
to O3-associated increases in biomarkers of cardiovascular
disease pathophysiology in older individuals. In particular,
there were significant, robust interactions between age
and O 3 in association with sCD62P and SBP that were
detectable both when evaluating the Changsha Study alone
and when combining the data from that study and another
study with a younger cohort. We summarize the evidence
for the role of platelets, blood pressure, and aging in O3
cardiovascular effects below.

4649

concentrations of the platelet-derived vasoconstrictor and
platelet activator TXA2 were also found to be increased
in older individuals (25). Endothelial nitric oxide synthase
(eNOS) and the nitric oxide it produces inhibit platelet
activation and induces vasodilation, and eNOS activity has
been shown to be reduced in older healthy rats (26). Also,
platelets take up and store circulating serotonin and release
it when they aggregate, and it has been shown that older
women have higher levels of platelet serotonin (27). Both
platelet activation and blood pressure increases are primed
to occur in older individuals as a result of these changes in
molecular signaling.

Aging and ozone modifications to platelet activation and
blood pressure

Evidence of ozone effects on platelet and blood pressureassociated mechanisms affected by age

Many of the mechanisms involved in the regulation of
platelet activation are known to be modified by age.
Multiple studies have found decreases in the thresholds
required for ADP-induced platelet aggregation as well as
decreased fibrinolytic activity in platelets harvested from
older individuals (16). This increased reactivity with age
may be in part due to platelets in older people having a
higher expression of mRNA for genes related to platelet
activation, α-granule secretion, and other thrombotic
processes, including genes encoding VWF and the
α-granule-associated thrombotic factor platelet factor 4
(PF4) (17). In addition, the plasma of older individuals
contains higher basal levels of circulating hemostatic factors,
including VWF, fibrinogen, and plasminogen activator
inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) (18), as well as factors directly associated
with the release of platelet α-granules where sCD62P is
stored, such as PF4 (19) and β-thromboglobulin (20). It is
unclear if older individuals have increased basal sCD62P,
with a significant age-associated increase observed in
older rats (21) but not in humans (22). Furthermore, older
mice have increased platelet hydrogen peroxide, a platelet
agonist, in addition to increased platelet NADPH oxidase,
which produces hydrogen peroxide (23).
The age-related increases in factors that lead to platelet
activation and aggregation also may influence blood
pressure by increasing sensitivity to vasoconstriction.
Prostaglandin I2 (PGI2) acts both as a vasodilator and also
an inhibitor of platelet activation, but in older individuals
there is lower platelet surface density of PGI2 receptors (24)
and increased urinary PGI2 metabolite concentrations,
indicating increased production to compensate for
decreased sensitivity (25). In addition, urinary metabolite

Many of the mechanisms behind age-associated increases in
platelet activation and blood pressure have also previously been
associated with O3 exposure. Of the aforementioned circulating
hemostatic factors that are known to be increased with age,
ambient O3 levels have been associated with fibrinogen (28-30),
VWF (29), and PAI-1 (28) in humans, though these associations
have also been nonsignificant in other human studies evaluating
the same biomarkers (31-33). In addition, O3 exposure in
mice has been shown to increase mRNA expression for genes
encoding fibrinogen, VWF, and PAI-1 (34).
In terms of the aforementioned age-modified
vasoconstrictive mechanisms, O3 has been associated with
decreased eNOS in mice (35) and increased TXB2, the
stable metabolite of TXA2, in guinea pigs (36). Furthermore,
O 3 exposure in rats leads to increased sensitivity to
serotonin-induced vasoconstriction that was shown to be
both transferrable by blood transfusion and blunted by
increasing superoxide dismutase and catalase as well as
reducing NADPH oxidase (37). This indicates a key role for
superoxide and hydrogen peroxide derived from NADPH
oxidase, known to increase with age, in O 3-associated
vasoconstriction. These studies have suggested that there
is considerable overlap between mechanisms involved in
age-associated and O3-associated susceptibility to platelet
activation and vasoconstriction, which supports our novel
observation of an interaction between O3 exposure and age
on these cardiovascular pathophysiologic mechanisms.

© Journal of Thoracic Disease. All rights reserved.

Limitations
Though the Changsha Study and pooled datasets
encompassed a relatively wide age range (22–52 years old),
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most of the subjects were in their twenties or early thirties,
and so there may have been a lack of statistical power in
evaluating additional effect modifications by age that might
have been detectable with more subjects in their 40s or
older. In addition, the age range (19–26 years old) of the
Shanghai Study was small, limiting the effectiveness of the
data from that study in testing age interactions in the pooled
analysis. This was apparent in the Pearson correlation
coefficients of 0.98–0.99 between the pollutant exposure
variables and interaction terms in the Shanghai Study
data, indicating a miniscule effect of age on the interaction
term. Furthermore, the differences in the O 3 exposure
measurement methods between the two studies may have
biased results in the pooled analysis. The Changsha Study
had actual indoor O3 measurements in addition to exposures
estimated with outdoor data and I/O ratios, while the
Shanghai Study only had the latter. However, the Pearson
correlation coefficient between measured and modeled
indoor O3 measurements in the Changsha Study was 0.88,
supporting the use of modeled measurements. Building
characteristics were taken into account when determining
I/O ratios for the Shanghai Study, so it is likely that the
modeled O 3 measurements in that study were similarly
accurate and that the lack of measured indoor O 3 data
has a minimal risk of inducing substantial bias. Finally,
the mechanisms being explored are based on only a few
biomarkers. Additional biomarkers would help verify the
mechanisms that seem to underlie our results.

older individuals to cardiovascular effects should be taken
into account to prevent underestimation of the health
impact of air pollutant exposure.

Conclusions

1.

This analysis provides the first evidence that age increases
adults’ susceptibility to O 3 -associated increases in
platelet activation and blood pressure. Based on previous
biochemical and toxicological literature, there is ample
evidence to support the hypothesis that mechanisms
controlling platelet activation and blood pressure are
both more active and more vulnerable to insult in older
age. Surprisingly, these age modifications were evident in
subjects who were largely still young adults and none of
whom were elderly. It is unclear if this effect modification
continues increasing into old age. If so, the elderly could be
more sensitive to these cardiopulmonary pathophysiologic
mechanisms than those who are younger, so this is an area
that warrants further study. When estimating the health
burden attributable to air pollution or setting standards for
acceptable exposure levels, the increased vulnerability of
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Supplementary

This supporting information shows additional results for
the Shanghai Study analysis and the results of the sensitivity
analyses. These sensitivity analyses included using the
residuals of a model regressing the interaction term on the
main effects as a predictor in the main models, controlling
for all co-pollutants, omitting data from active smokers,
omitting extreme outliers in the pooled analysis, and
evaluating the effect modification of gender on O3 and O3
by age associations with biomarkers. The results are shown
in the following sections.
Shanghai study analysis results
There were no significant interaction terms for the analysis
of the Shanghai Study data. In the Changsha Study and
pooled data analyses, significant ozone by age interaction
terms were found in relation to sCD62P and SBP. Below
the coefficient estimate results for these two biomarkers
from the Shanghai Study analysis are presented in Table S2.
Sensitivity analyses
Interaction term model estimates from the main models
were checked against a sensitivity analysis using the residuals
of a linear mixed model in which the interaction term was
regressed on the main ozone and age effects as the predictor
in the main Bayesian GRR models. For a given two main
effects X1 and X2 and interaction term X3, the formula for
obtaining the interaction term residuals would be the linear
mixed model X3ij ~ β1X1ij + β2X2ij + αj + εij, where the αj is the
j subject-specific intercept random effect and the residuals
for subject j and observation i are εij. Table S1 compares

the original interaction term estimates to the estimates
obtained using this method. In addition, sensitivity analyses
controlling for co-pollutants [PM2.5, NO2, and SO2 for the
Changsha Study data (“All Pol.”) and PM2.5 for the pooled
data (“Two Pol.”)], omitting data from active smokers
(“No Sm.”), and omitting extreme outliers in the pooled
data (“No Outl.”) were performed using the original
statistical approach. Lower and upper extreme outliers
were defined as being less than or greater than 3 times the
interquartile range (IQR) from the first or third quartile,
respectively. The results of those analyses are also presented
in Table S1.
Sensitivity analyses assessing the possible influence of
gender on the observed ozone associations with biomarkers
were also performed. First, the influence of gender on
ozone by age interaction effects was assessed by including
ozone by age by gender interaction term along with all
lower-level main effects and two-way interaction terms
in the model. All of the posterior estimates for ozone by
age by gender interaction terms had credible intervals
overlapping and centered at zero, indicating that gender did
not influence the ozone by age interactions. The estimates
for the three-way ozone by age by gender interaction terms
can be found in Table S3. Furthermore, another analysis
replaced the ozone by age interaction term and related
main effect terms with ozone by gender interaction term
and its related main effect terms to examine if biomarker
associations with ozone are influenced by gender when not
controlling for the influence of age. The posterior estimates
for the two-way ozone by gender interaction terms, all of
which had credible intervals overlapping zero, can be seen
in Table S3.

Table S1 Original and sensitivity analysis model ozone by age interaction term results from the Changsha Study and the pooled data
Biomarker

Analysis

Parameter

Beta

SD

LCI

UCI

Changsha Study data
sCD62Pa

Original

24h O3:Age

9.99E−04*

1.69E−04

5.85E−04

1.45E−03

a

Residual

24h O3:Age

9.73E−04*

6.64E−05

8.42E−04

1.10E−03

a

All Pol.

24h O3:Age

1.03E−03*

1.42E−04

6.02E−04

1.42E−03

a

No Sm.

24h O3:Age

9.79E−04*

2.02E−04

5.71E−04

1.41E−03

a

Original

2w O3:Age

1.35E−03*

3.88E−04

4.58E−04

2.30E−03

a

Residual

2w O3:Age

2.08E−03*

1.38E−04

1.81E−03

2.34E−03

a

All Pol.

2w O3:Age

1.02E−03*

2.40E−04

3.38E−04

1.68E−03

a

sCD62P

No Sm.

2w O3:Age

1.33E−03*

4.73E−04

4.51E−04

2.28E−03

SBP

Original

2w O3:Age

4.01E−02*

1.53E−02

4.04E−03

7.87E−02

SBP

Residual

2w O3:Age

3.87E−02*

6.29E−03

2.64E−02

5.04E−02

SBP

All Pol.

2w O3:Age

3.60E−02

1.47E−02

−1.87E−03

7.60E−02

SBP

No Sm.

2w O3:Age

4.17E−02*

1.95E−02

4.75E−03

8.30E−02

sCD62P
sCD62P
sCD62P
sCD62P
sCD62P
sCD62P

Pooled data
sCD62Pa

Original

24h O3:Age

1.31E−03*

3.28E−04

5.96E−04

2.11E−03

a

Residual

24h O3:Age

8.83E−04*

1.08E−04

6.73E−04

1.09E−03

a

sCD62P

Two Pol.

24h O3:Age

1.29E−03*

4.14E−04

5.38E−04

2.08E−03

sCD62Pa

No Sm.

24h O3:Age

1.31E−03*

3.48E−04

5.73E−04

2.16E−03

sCD62P

No Outl.

24h O3:Age

1.31E−03*

3.70E−04

6.70E−04

2.05E−03

SBP

Original

24h O3:Age

2.67E−02*

8.73E−03

6.35E−03

4.73E−02

SBP

Residual

24h O3:Age

1.15E−02*

2.54E−03

6.72E−03

1.66E−02

SBP

Two Pol.

24h O3:Age

2.49E−02*

1.08E−02

4.31E−03

4.58E−02

SBP

No Sm.

24h O3:Age

2.40E−02*

8.92E−03

4.72E−03

4.58E−02

SBP

No Outl.

24h O3:Age

2.69E−02*

1.06E−02

7.46E−03

4.72E−02

sCD62P

a

a

This biomarker was log-transformed, and so the coefficients are on a logarithmic scale. The “:” denotes an interaction term. * means significant coefficients. Beta, model beta coefficient; SD, standard deviation; LCI, lower CI; UCI, upper CI; 24h, 24-hour; 2w, 2-week; All Pol.,
four-pollutant models (Changsha Study only); Two Pol., two-pollutant models (pooled data); No Sm., models excluding smokers; No Outl.,
models excluding extreme outliers.

Table S2 Shanghai Study age interaction term and main effect coefficient results
Biomarker

Model

Parameter

Beta

SD

LCI

UCI

SBP

O3:Age

O3

−7.28E−02

1.76E−01

−4.71E−01

2.22E−01

Age

2.81E−01

4.00E−01

−2.53E−01

1.20

O3:Age

−4.44E−03

8.22E−03

−2.20E−02

1.02E−02

O3

−7.21E−04

7.90E−03

−1.70E−02

1.45E−02

Age

−3.22E−03

1.08E−02

−2.82E−02

1.62E−02

O3:Age

−1.11E−05

3.43E−04

−6.73E−04

7.05E−04

sCD62Pa

a

O3:Age

This biomarker was log-transformed, and so the coefficients are on a logarithmic scale. The “:” denotes an interaction term. Beta, model
beta coefficient, SD, standard deviation; LCI, lower CI; UCI, upper CI.

Table S3 Ozone by gender and ozone by age by gender interaction term results from sensitivity analyses evaluating the influence of gender on
observed biomarker associations with ozone
Biomarker

Analysis

Parameter

Beta

SD

LCI

UCI

sCD62Pa

2-way

24h O3:Gender

2.23E−03

3.56E−03

−4.12E−03

9.83E−03

a

sCD62P

3-way

24h O3:Age:Gender

−1.44E−05

2.39E−04

−5.06E−04

4.96E−04

sCD62Pa

2-way

2w O3:Gender

9.98E−03

7.65E−03

−2.73E−03

2.55E−02

a

sCD62P

3-way

2w O3:Age:Gender

−5.59E−05

3.79E−04

−9.04E−04

6.76E−04

SBP

2-way

2w O3:Gender

1.75E−02

2.70E−01

−5.23E−01

6.17E−01

SBP

3-way

2w O3:Age:Gender

2.25E−03

1.65E−02

−3.32E−02

3.68E−02

sCD62Pa

2-way

24h O3:Gender

7.93E−03

5.76E−03

−2.54E−03

1.90E−02

a

sCD62P

3-way

24h O3:Age:Gender

7.38E−05

4.25E−04

−9.13E−04

9.44E−04

SBP

2-way

24h O3:Gender

−5.39E−02

1.27E−01

−3.13E−01

1.95E−01

SBP

3-way

24h O3:Age:Gender

9.02E−04

1.32E−02

−2.34E−02

3.13E−02

Changsha study data

Pooled data

a

This biomarker was log-transformed, and so the coefficients are on a logarithmic scale. The “:” denotes an interaction term. Beta, model
beta coefficient; SD, standard deviation; LCI, lower CI; UCI, upper CI; 24h, 24-hour; 2w, 2-week; 2-way, model containing 2-way ozone by
gender interaction; 3-way, model containing 3-way ozone by age by gender interaction.

